New Jersey Needle Artists
American Needlepoint Guild
November 20, 2019 Meeting
Hi Everyone –
Diane welcomed 19 members and 1 guest to our November meeting. Our guest was Lu Ann S
who is Sylvia B’s friend and co-worker and who does cross-stitching, knitting, and sewing. We
hope to entice her to join our group. We also welcomed Rob Bottge from the Framed Image in
Pompton Plains as our speaker for the evening.
Although Rob was up first (and I’ll provide a few notes later in the summary), I want to cover
the NJNA business first in the summary since there are a few things that didn’t get fully covered
at the meeting.
Rosie reported that the current balance in our treasury is $4396.32. Because we have not spent
the dollars allocated to framing our community service project, we are about $800 ahead of our
End of Year (EOY) budget projection of $3181.21. This $800 will carryover into the 2020
budget.
Rosie then presented the board-proposed budget for 2020. This budget is almost the same as
the 2019 budget and includes the carryover mentioned above. Two exceptions are (1) the
addition of a $100 budget for sunshine mailings and (2) an increase of $100 to the NJNA library
donation. (Please note that NJNA does not pay for our meeting space and other stitching
groups in the area have to pay as much as $100 per month.) Some of the additional donation
MAY be used to plan and host a small reception for the library board when we present the
Children’s Bookshelf to the library. A motion was made and carried to accept the 2020 budget
as presented.
Jill reminded us that our NJNA dues of $30 will be collected in January. NJNA Members need to
renew their ANG membership if they haven’t already. This is a requirement for NJNA chapter
membership. You can do this on-line at the ANG website.
Sylvia put out an interest sheet for a potential workshop of David McCaskill’s Background
Sampler II which would be led by Cathryn at Needleworker’s. Please let her know if you are
interested and she will pursue dates likely for late spring. Because of the popularity of our
stitching retreats at Needleworkers Delight, she will try to schedule additional stitching days for
this winter.
NJNA is stitching Alice Peterson’s Children’s Classics to be given to the Bernards Township
Library as our community service project. This past month, Dee competed stitching Matilda
and Sue R was able to finish The Tale of Peter Rabbit. Looking good! Next month, Jill will be
stitching The Very Hungry Caterpillar! Here’s our progress to date:
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Alice Peterson’s “Children’s Classics” canvas
Cathryn has been collaborating with Rob from the Framed Image about the proposed framing.
As you know, we had hoped to have the needlepoint novelist painting the library’s logo to
frame together with the bookshelf canvas. After seeing mock-ups of the result, NJNA has
elected to abort this portion of the project. Instead, we will affix metal plaques to the frame.
Next month, December, will be our usual Holiday Party. As usual, we will bring appetizers and
desserts to share – the board requests that we consider healthy options for our contributions!
Please bring your own drink. The board will provide paper products and tablecloths. If you
wish to participate in our Sneaky Santa game, please bring a wrapped gift of $20 value.
In January and February, NJNA plans to stitch Hearts for Hospice; we will send them to the
Greater Kansas City Needlepoint Guild for finishing and distribution. You can learn more about
this project here: https://www.greaterkcneedlepointguild.com/hearts-for-hospice .
Also in January, NJNA will be providing materials and assistance in packing your pieces for the
Woodlawn exhibition. Please bring your submissions to the January NJNA meeting; Linda can
arrange for an alternative pick-up if you are not able to attend the January NJNA meeting.
Please follow this link for more information and submission forms:
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/557b0301e4b0e26cf0c4476e/t/5dc47fb190037e41ba43
87bb/1573158840756/Woodlawn+Needlework+Show+2020+Brochure+and+Entry+Form.pdf
Linda and Mr. M will drop off the NJNA exhibits on February 8 th. Note that NJNA will also assess
$10 per piece for transportation.
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The NJNA 2019 Stitch of the Month (SOTM) group is almost finished stitching the ANG SOTM
Mystery Project by Debbie Rowley, Pat Hartman, Linda Reinmiller, and Mary Knapp. Everyone
seems to have a love/hate relationship with this mystery project, but we all agree that it is so
much fun to stitch with friends! All NJNA members are welcome to join the SOTM group as
long as they are stitching a current or past project. Contact Linda M for more info.
Those of us who attended the Houston seminar were able to view next year’s ANG SOTM, an
eight-pointed star by Kathy Rees. The sample was stitched in red, cream, and blue, but it
appeared that the design would easily lend itself to other color choices. We are hoping to do a
big reveal at the December meeting and plan to make this our project for 2020. NOTE: It is
NOT a mystery!
Sue C had proposed that NJNA consider sponsoring a tree in the Festival of Trees. She and I
enjoyed our viewing last year and wanted to remind you that it is an indoor exhibit held at the
Somerset County Park Commission Environmental Education Center at 190 Lord Stirling Road in
Basking Ridge. The exhibit is open from 9AM until 4:30 PM from December 6 through
December 29. It is closed on December 24 and 25. The board would love to get your reactions
to this as a future community service project. More info at: www.somersetcountyparks.org or
908-766-2489. Besides, this makes a great family or friend outing!
This year the NJNA nominating committee was again Mally B, Linda M, and Marge K. Because
of time constraints, Mally wasn’t able to present the proposed slate of officers, but she
provided the list for the meeting summary. So, with no further ado, the proposed officers for
NJNA for 2020 are:
President
Vice President, Programs
Vice President, Membership
Treasurer
Secretary

Linda M
Cathryn C
Jill W
Rosie L
Noelle D

In addition, the following members volunteered for ad hoc positions:
Assistant to VP, Programs
Assistant to VP, Membership
Assistant to Treasurer
Assistant to Secretary
Website/Social Media
Meeting Summaries
Newsletter
Workshops
Sunshine
Nominations

Marge K
Barbara L
Ada D
Sue C
Diane B (assisted by Jill, Rosie)
Rosie L (Mally B is back-up)
Mally B
Sylvia B
Carol F
TBD
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Thanks to everyone for volunteering. NJNA is lucky to have so many people stepping up to help
keep this a vibrant and growing chapter.
Here are a few notes from Rob’s presentation. Rob recommends that for best framing results:
1. Use stretcher bars.
2. Hide threads behind open work.
3. Do not leave knots outside the design area of the canvas. L or T stitches may be OK, but
a clean edge is better. (Knots outside the area can buckle the mat.)
4. Make sure that there are no loose threads on the back.
5. Check for fuzzy threads – they will not be cleaned up by the framer.
6. Check for dirt and spot clean it yourself. Note: The new threads are not as bleed
resistant as the old ones.
7. Remove any pet hair.
8. Leave at least 2 inches around the design for mounting. Rob either uses pins or stainless
steel staples on needlework. He finds this to be better than lacing. He will lace in some
instances.
Rob also showed how linen mats work well with needlepoint because they are both fabric and
retain a richer color than paper. He discussed filets, no glass, museum glass, double frames,
reverse bevels, ink details, special shapes, and shadow boxes. Rob brought a number of pieces
in to discuss and our members had lots of show and tell that illustrated various points. I’ll try to
mention this with the show and tell.
REMINDER: Please pick up all needles/pins from the library floor.
I hope you enjoy the Show and Tell pictures.
Everyone should feel free to e-mail me with pictures and relevant information about their
completed project and I will include them in the next summary! Relevant information includes:
piece name, designer, where finished, stitch help or stitch guide info, other fun stuff – like who
it’s for, why, etc.
Cheers,
Rosie
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Show and Tell

This is the Mirabilia 2006 Christmas Tree cross-stitched by Sylvia B. The framing on this was
done by Jill Rensel. My photo does not do this piece justice. The mat shape, the hand-painted
embellishments on the mat, the frame, the beading, and Sylvia’s stitching all work together to
create an awe-inspiring piece. Greatly admired by ALL. I highly recommend enlarging this on
your screen to see the detail.

Sue C stitched Kathy Rees’s Beaded Bermuda Reef, a class from this year’s ANG National
Seminar in Houston. This piece was framed by Rob at Framed Image with no glass because Sue
wanted the beads to retain their 3-D arrangement. The beaded reef is one continuous string of
beads – Sue says the beading was easy!
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Cathryn C stitched this Cooper Oaks canvas called “Halloween Car.” How much fun are all those
ghosts peeking out from the vintage wagon? This was framed by Rob at the Framed Image.
Note that Cathryn and Rob decided to use a double frame for this. So the piece is framed in
blue and then the red frame is put around that; the glass is in the blue frame. Boo!

“Beachcombers Bounty” is an Ann Strite-Kurz design that was taught a Needleworker’s last
May. Sue C had her version framed as a gift for a friend who lives at the beach. Sue
implemented Ann’s recommendation of putting a copper lame fabric behind the canvas and
allowing it to add sparkle to the ocean! Framed by Rob at Framed Image.
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Keeping with the beach theme, this is Rosie’s version of Gail Stafford’s “At the Beach” which
was taught at the ANG National Seminar in New Orleans. It’s been done for a while, but Rosie
decided to finish it as a thank you/wedding gift for her trainer in physical therapy. Ali spent
almost every weekend at the shore! Framed by Rob at Framed Image. I love how this one
turned out! (Should I keep it?)

Unfortunately, you can’t really see that this needlework is set into a Shaker Box by Lone Elm.
Sylvia stitched this seasonal sampler by Blackbird Designs. Love him!
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Here are two different interpretations and finishing options for our NJNA guild project “Hooray
for the Red , White, and Blue” by Karen Barras. The top one with USA was done by Sue C and
framed by Rob at the Framed Image. The bottom one with AMERICA was stitched by Linda M
and finished as a stand-up by Pam at the Edwardian Needle. You can see how each stitcher can
make a project their own! Great job to both of you!
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Aren’t these two Frank Lloyd Wright pillows beautiful? They were stitched by Janet Perantoni
and finished by Pam at the Edwardian Needle. I am impressed by how well the two different
designs/colors now coordinate into coordinating pillows. Remember when NJNA did “Frankie”
by Michael Boren?
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Janice M stitched “Circles and Squares” by Carol Algie Higginbotham. Janice changed the green
color family to match her bedroom quilt. The design had each section in a different stitch, but
Janice picked her favorite for each area and stitched them the same. She switched the design’s
Kreinik gold to green perle cotton to give the design texture. Two different silk ribbons were
used for the flowers. Pam at the Edwardian Needle finished the pillow. Janice notes that she
only asked for a double ruffle in shades of pink to match the flowers – she happily let the
finisher choose the fabrics. We agree that it is beautiful!

Janice also stitched Merrilyn Heazlewood’s “Hidden Trellises”, an EGA Studio On-line Class. The
class is available to EGA members until October 1, 2020. Janice had hers finished into a standup by Pam at the Edwardian Needle. Merrilyn shows hers in a tote bag. Either way, it is a fun
and colorful design.
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Sylvia continues to complete seasonal Nancy Needle canvasses for the custom box that Sue R
coordinated for NJNA. Here are the Halloween and Thanksgiving canvasses. The months that
are not in use store inside the box! How beautiful are these? I am thinking that I need to order
the Thanksgiving canvas – I love those wigwams!

Linda M stitched this pumpkin with chicken corn. She isn’t sure who the designer was. It was
finished by Pam at the Edwardian Needle!
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Heidi stitched these two Kathy Schenkel ornaments for her grandsons. This is an annual activity
for Heidi. “Hanging the Stockings with Santa” on the left is for Gideon and “Sand Dollar with
Starfish” is for Declan who is into marine life this year! Heidi does her own finishing – how
awesome is that?

Linda M stitched this cute and useful scissor case on paper canvas! “The Bristol Ort Pocket”
was designed by Claudia Dutchee Kistler and was one of Linda’s workshop projects. She says it
was quick to stitch and finish!
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Can you tell that Linda M is retired now? The two Pitt ornaments feature the Cathedral of
Learning and are a Kathy Schenkel design. (BTW, KS does a lot of universities!) Each of these
two Pitt ornaments has a different inscription on the back – one with Nora’s graduation date
and the other says HTP – “Hail to Pitt”! The Graduation Cap is a Burnett and Bradley design.
The Pittsburgh ornament is also by Kathy Schenkel. Linda had these finished by Pam at the
Edwardian Needle. I think that one of the Pitt ornaments is a gift for Nora’s lab assistant?
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Do you know someone who is getting married? Janice M stitched this Christmas tree bulb
ornament in bridal white and silver. She says it works up quickly. Pam at the Edwardian Needle
finished the ornament and added the embroidered names and dates! I think this is a terrific
idea – it could even be a decoration on the present!

Rosie took Jennifer Riefenberg’s “Winter Lights” at this year’s ANG National Seminar in
Houston. This was a really fun piece to stitch with special stitches on the candles and
background stitches at the base. Framing by Rob at Framed Image – not his taste, but EXACTLY
what I wanted!
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Janice M finished this cute flower round while we were stitching at Needleworker’s on
Wednesday. Very sweet!

Diane B stitched these two cute ornaments – I’m guessing for her Grandkids. She didn’t fill out
an index card, so I can’t reveal the designer or the recipients!
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ANG is offering “Not a Creature Was Stirring” by Joni Stevenson as a correspondence course.
Check it out. This one was stitched by Janice M. She is debating whether to finish it as an
ornament or as a stand-up.

Diane B finished David McCaskill’s “Patriotic Topiary” which NJNA stitched as a guild project last
fall. Looks great, Diane. I am still working on this one!
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Lastly, we have Robin M’s “Herringbone Happening” the NJNA guild project from earlier this
year. Nice color choice!

